
ABOUT US

Flutter Developer (f/M/D)

Your Focus
 Shape and develop the Trackbar App and SDK with us
 Building awesome workout apps on top of our SD
 Develop modules that our partners love working with
 Cooperate with our designers and engineers to launch 

new features that our users lov
 Challenge yourself and the team by realizing 

innovative ideas

Your Profil
 University degree in computer science or simila
 Analytic, self-initiative, and flexible mindset to build 

fast, scalable systems with Trackba
 Excellent skills and experience in writing clean and 

maintainable Dart-Cod
 Knowledge about AWS-Tools and node.js preferabl
 Even though you are an expert in Flutter development, 

you are open to leave your comfort zone once in a 
while and share ideas in the team in other areas. 

Our profil
 A diverse field of work, a continuous stream of new 

challenges, and the chance to shape Trackbar with u
 Fun and easy-going team with flat hierarchies, agility, 

transparency, and empowermen
 Working in cooperation with big fitness companies
 Flexible working hour
 Working out in our micro gy
 Free coffee, drinks, and as many snacks as you nee
 The minimum gross salary for this position is € 42K, 

depending on your experience and qualification this 
can be much higher

Full-time, Vienna (Austria)

Trackbar is a young and dynamic Fitness Tech StartUp based in the center of 
Vienna. Our day-to-day business focuses on developing exceptional 
connected fitness solutions to serve leading industry players and give their 
users the best possible workout experience. As we expand our team, we are 
looking for a new team member to boost our mobile app development. So 
maybe you are the perfect fit?!

If you have any questions, please contact us by email 
jobs@trackbar.com. Or give us a call: +43 677 63788224

Let us know why you are 
a perfect fit with a 

couple of words and 
your CV

Your contact person: 
Stefan (Co-Founder)



